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COMPANY PROFILE

AVGO Middle East
AVGO Middle East, established in 2006, is a private company operated by
experienced professionals from the freight forwarding and courier industry. We fill
the gap between companies like DHL, TNT, UPS, FedEx, and other freight companies.
AVGO Middle East is a licensed GCAA approved DG transporter. Our staff are
certified and trained by IATA, specialized in handling DG with more than 10 years of
experience.
Our services are designed to let clients have a smooth DG movement operation. We
arrange everything from collection anywhere in the UAE, preparing for transit on the
same day, and monitoring until it's delivered to the destination. We also provide and
arrange international shipping by air, road, or sea, giving the best solution to your
shipment requirements.

DOOR TO DOOR DOMESTIC SERVICE
Same day customs clearance & delivery
Trained, experienced, uniformed drivers
Direct delivery to consignee
Secured and confidential
Proactive communication

NEXT AVAILABLE FLIGHT,
AIR FREIGHT SERVICES
Immediate courier pick-up
Service to and from anywhere there is
a flight
First flight available routing
Direct delivery at the destination city
Proactive communication

DANGEROUS GOODS AIR FREIGHT
Same day collection
Full tracking visibility through our realtime updates
Full range of commodities accepted
Competitive pricing
We can pack shipments for transport as
per IATA regulations
We produce DG declarations for you

ON-BOARD COURIER (OBC),
WHEN CONSEQUENCES ARE CRITICAL
On-Board Courier, hand carry service
Multiple piece and heavy weight
shipments check as access baggage
Secure and confidential
Proactive communication worldwide
Proof of delivery confirmed anywhere
in the world by “GSM"
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WE CAN CLEAR AND PROCESS ANY TYPE OF SHIPMENTS BESIDES
DANGEROUS GOODS
1. Effective Procurement Logistics - Inferior quality of information supplied to
shipping line, or air carrier by some vendor’s agent may can cause delays, and
excessive fees for storage charges and in extreme cases fines. In addition,
consolidation whilst cheaper at origin incurs additional cost at destination (i.e.
break down costs: Storage charges, Consolidation fee, Handling fee,
Documentation fee.) Therefore, we created a simplified turnkey solution to ease
out headaches and unwanted fees. Airway bill will be consigned to AVGO to avoid
additional cost to you as there are handover charges from carrier’s agent in the
UAE.
AVGO is your one dedicated interface making communication easier and
more reliable.
You will receive a complete daily reporting on all your orders from awaiting
order readiness from your vendors location, through to POD.
AVGO will provide a freight space with secured & very competitive prices for
Sea and Air freight shipments.
AVGO’s agents based in the origin city have knowledge and experience of
dealing with us for many years which means information quality is reliable
and all paperwork is transmitted in a timely manner avoiding unnecessary
delays in clearance causing additional costs to you.
2. Inbound Macro Logistics - If you want a very low-cost investment enabling you
to have your stock close to your clients in the GCC area, we will provide you a
warehousing facility and same day delivery via fast, or economic transport
solutions to the rest of the GCC by air or road. All services designed according to
your budget.
We hold freight forwarding and general trading licenses which will allow us to
serve as a gateway for companies who wish to service their clients in the GCC
As a Customs Broker, we will custom clear your shipment, hassle free
We import and export in our name making it seamless
We have a vast distribution network utilizing FedEx, UPS, and have a strategic
partnership with DHL throughout the GCC and Middle East
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BENEFITS
More than 10 years of experience in handling DG
GCAA approved Dangerous Goods transporter and IATA trained staff
End-to-end documentation (including COO); DG Certification and declaration; DG
Repacking
Request for quotation can be obtained very quickly
AVGO staff will provide potential routing information and ETA at destination
An assigned AVGO Customer Focus Representative proactively updates you
regarding shipment progress from origin to destination

WHY AVGO MIDDLE EAST IS RECOMMENDED AND TRUSTED IN UAE?
Experience: Our AVGO Team are experts that works with speed, reliability, and
professionalism. Our knowledge and intensive experience are proven to be
successful. Familiarity with all aspects of transportation from pickup todelivery,
allows us to provide our customers with unparalleled service.
Flexible Shipping Alternatives: For any quick, long distance, and secured moving
requirements, we can use our OBC (On-Board-Courier) service or the Next Available
Flight solution. If the item is non-urgent, we can send it normally by airfreight at a
reduced rate. You have a choice between a dedicated drive if the time required and
the distance from pick-up to delivery is feasible. If you require a total peace of mind
provided by a dedicated chartered aircraft, we can give you the maximum control
and flexibility to meet your criteria.
Communication: It is essential to track your shipment. We communicate pro-actively
with our client, contacts and engineers about the processes and item destination to
its way to your facility or grounded aircraft, to ensure the real-time status of
shipment and secure a 100% transparency.
Global Experience with a local presence: We provide service to and from more than
200 countries around the world. Our experienced local Service Partners (DHL) assure
this presence. AVGO’s intensive network, contacts and local knowledge around the
globe has enabled us to institute procedures that facilitate virtually immediate
pickup, customs clearance, and payment of duties, reaching nearly every country in
the world.
Why AVGO is recommended by DHL, to transport Dangerous Goods from throughout
the UAE all over the World? We are trusted with our long-term business relationships
that reflect our performance, integrity, flexibility, and consistency in providing high
standard services to our clients. For any hazardous and quick moving requirements,
AVGO handles everything.
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14 years in service

Email:
Phone:
24/7:

Certified GCAA
DG Transporter

IATA trained staff

book@avgoexpress.com
+971 6 548 9335
+971 50 482 0934

Follow us for relevant updates and
fun content!

Scan QR Code with
your smart phone to
access our website
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